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We've spent the month of June
talking about aphasia. If you haven't
seen our Facebook page with new
posts, please check it out! 

https://www.facebook.com/PurdueAphasiaGroup


PAB is traditionally held in the month of June. People with
aphasia took part in therapy 3 times per week for 3 weeks and

completed research for the aphasia lab. This year, we were
unable to host PAB because of COVID-19 restrictions.  Please

help us celebrate PAB 2017-2019 with quotes from past
participants, students, staff, and faculty! 

Looking back at the Purdue Aphasia Bootcamp (PAB)

Michelle Gutmann: We love PAB:
"It's all about aphasia!"

Jiyeon Lee: "Thank you everyone
for 3 wonderful years of

PAB! Missed you greatly this
summer. But I'm hopeful for
another great PAB in 2021."

Comments from faculty and staff about PAB:



Emily Bauman: "PAB is so special- it's one time of year where many
people learn so much about aphasia. We all learn from each other:

from the graduate students to the researchers to our participants and
families. It's incredible!"

Austin Keen: “PAB is so important for connecting people with
aphasia and researchers and allows us to address their continued

therapy while researching ways to facilitate their recovery.”

Here's what a previous Masters student had to say
about their experience participating in PAB:

"Purdue Aphasia Bootcamp was a wonderful experience!
The positivity from everybody involved was abundant and

inspiring! I know I will use what I learned in PAB
throughout my future career. PAB emphasized the

importance for speech therapy services to be as
individualized as possible, and that is a lesson I will carry

with me with all future clients!"



Advice to others with aphasia from
people with aphasia:  

Never ever give up and
practice what the speech
therapist recommends

A positive attitude, hard
work, and perseverance
were keys to my success

Try to understand why it
takes so long to get better

Give youreself time to
think and learn about
aphasia

Carry the aphasia card
everywhere

Tell others what helps
and what does not help



A HUGE thank you to all of our past PAB
participants! 

You make a difference with your involvement!
We hope to continue PAB in 2021!

Past PAB participants also enjoyed 
the research they completed!

Here is
what
one

person
said:

"It's fun, challenging, and
exciting!  I love knowing that I am

helping others with aphasia! 
Who knows... I could be working

on something that could cure
aphasia!"



We have posted several "tips" during June!
Here are a few in case you missed them:

Leave your own tip by clicking on
clipboard icon !

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScw41qmUbyjeR6UEg3j3si28GSCuk-99gLnsvklISTPKmmpjQ/viewform

